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drama Is a tedious nuisance, and that to ask people
endure more than two hours of it (with two long intervj
of relief) is an intolerable imposition.   Nobody says e
hate classical tragedy and comedy as I hate sermons ai
symphonies; but I like police news and divorce news ai
any kind of dancing or decoration that has an aphrodisii
effect on me or on my wife or husband.   And whatevt
superior people may pretend, I cannot associate pleasuj
with any sort of intellectual activity ; and I dont belie\
anyone else can either/'   Such things are not said; y<
nine-tenths of what is offered as criticism of the drama i
the metropolitan Press of Europe and America is nothin,
but a muddled paraphrase of it.  If it does not mean that
it means nothing.
I do not complain of this, though it complains verj
unreasonably of me. But I can take no more notice of ii
than Einstein of the people who are incapable of mathe-
matics. I write in the classical manner for those who paj
for admission to a theatre because they like classical comedy
or tragedy for its own sake, and like it so much when it is
good of its kind and well done that they tear themselves
away from it with reluctance to catch the very latest train
or omnibus that will take them home. Far from arriving
late from an eight or half-past eight o'clock dinner so as to
escape at least the first half-hour of the performance, they
stand in queues outside the theatre doors for hours before-
hand in bitingly cold weather to secure a seat. In countries
where a play lasts a week, they bring baskets of provisions
and sit it out. These are the patrons on whom I depend
for my bread. I do not give them performances twelve
hours long, because circumstances do not at present make
such entertainments feasible; though a performance begin-
Bkg after breakfast and ending at sunset is as possible
physical? and artistically in Surrey or Middlesex as ia

